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GETTING THE MOST OUT OF INFUSIONSOFT®
Scientists say we only use 10% of our brain power. Infusionsoft is a BIG program, a very powerful tool. You spend 
a lot of money on it each month. But what percentage of Infusionsoft’s power are you actually using? What are 
some things you can do maximize your investment? This is, by no means, a comprehensive list. But these tips can 
help you make your Infusionsoft application work harder for you

USE YOUR TAGS
“Tags” are the basis of everything in Infusionsoft. If you don’t know what a tag is, it’s like a “list” in most other email 
marketing programs. Get familiar with Infusionsoft tags. But you might not find the default categories and tags to 
your liking. 

You should customize tags and tag categories to your heart’s content. Instead of “Nurture Tags” and “Customer 
Tags,” create categories that are meaningful to your business. Maybe you sell coaching to orchestra members, so 
you need categories for “string players” and “woodwinds” so you can offer them different packages and content. 

Create tags based on preferences or behaviors. The sky’s the limit, and all your email targeting and segmentation 
depends upon good tagging. If you’re not sure what will work best with your business, let’s talk about it!

PUT INFUSIONSOFT ANALYTICS ON YOUR WEBSITE 
Infusionsoft Analytics have been around for about a year or so. You probably already use Google Analytics to get 
information about your web site visitors and the actions they take on your site. Infusionsoft Analytics can give you 
a greater slice of that information. 

Infusionsoft Analytics helps you identify low activity pages, so you can improve the messaging or stop using 
them completely. It gives you information about the web pages that contacts and customers frequent during or 
after their purchase decision, so you can identify the best way to make these pages more visible during the lead 
nurture process. It also tells you which pages produce the most contacts and whether or not these leads actually 
convert to customers. This allows you to gain insight about where your most qualified leads are coming from.

If you have a Wordpress website, you can easily add Infusionsoft Analytics to your website with the Infusion-
soft-built plugin. If you don’t have a Wordpress site, you will need to embed code onto each page of your site, 
just as you do with Google Analytics.

USE THE CAMPAIGN BUILDER 
This is really critical. Campaign Builder rolled out in the spring 2012 release of Infusionsoft (or thereabouts). If 
you’re still using “legacy” web forms, action sets, campaigns or any other “legacy” features, be aware that those 
are now considered deprecated, and will eventually not be supported in future releases of Infusionsoft. 

All campaigns, actions and sequences should be created in the Campaign Builder. The Campaign Builder is a 
visual campaign builder tool (think Microsoft Visio), where you lay out your campaign—your web forms, product 
purchases, follow up sequences, etc.—in a visual builder. So you have a linear, visual reference for your campaign, 
but the really cool thing is that the Campaign Builder not only lays out your campaign visually, it actually BUILDS 
it for you! So if you drag the “email” icon onto the screen to indicate a point in your campaign where an email will 
send, it actually creates that email! Just double-click on the icon to edit the email.

http://ug.infusionsoft.com/article/aa-00304/0/use-tags-to-segment-your-lists.html
http://solamaragency.com/contact-us/
http://wordpress.org/plugins/infusionsoft-web-tracker/
http://wordpress.org/plugins/infusionsoft-web-tracker/
http://ug.infusionsoft.com/article/AA-01051/0/Embed-the-Infusionsoft-tracking-code-into-a-web-page.html
http://ug.infusionsoft.com/article/AA-01194/0/How-do-I-create-a-simple-campaign.html
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The only resistance we typically see to Campaign Builder is from people who are used to doing it the “old way” 
and don’t want to learn a new method. But Infusionsoft has made it very clear that Campaign Builder is the new 
way, and everyone needs to start using it. Seriously—once you do, you’ll LOVE IT. It’s so much easier to see what’s 
happening in your campaigns, and it eliminates “hidden” actions that someone else may have associated with a 
form or product purchase. Everything is straightforward and laid out in front of you with the Campaign Builder. 
Use it!

CLEAN YOUR CONTACTS REGULARLY 
If you’ve ever gotten a compliance warning from Infusionsoft (and even if you haven’t), you know that the compa-
ny takes its good email sending reputation VERY seriously. If ANY Infusionsoft client abuses the servers and has 
problems with spam reports, it affects ALL Infusionsoft customers — so Infusionsoft will do pretty much anything 
necessary to keep that from happening. 

Obviously, you don’t want to be sending spam to your clients or customers, either. But many of us have very old 
or “disengaged” contacts in our Infusionsoft system. Infusionsoft defines an old or risky contact as a contact who 
has not taken any action (filled out a form, clicked on a link, open an email, purchased a product, etc.) in the last 
120 days.  So, if someone signed up on your website six months ago, but never opened your welcome email, nev-
er double-opted in, never clicked on a link or anything else… that person needs to be removed from your list.

Yes, that person opted in. But they took no further action to engage with you. More than likely, that person is not 
interested in what you have to offer. Or maybe it’s just not a good time, or maybe they entered their email ad-
dress incorrectly.  If they really want to hear from you, they’ll sign up again.

It’s easy to run the reports to identify the contacts that are aging out and need to be cleaned from your contacts 
list. They’re all located under Marketing > Reports. If you’d like some help putting together a list for your re-
view, let us know! It’s better to have a smaller list of highly-engaged clients and customers, than a giant list full of 
bounced emails and people who never open your emails.

CREATE CUSTOM FIELDS TO USE IN YOUR FORMS 
We all know the basic questions built into Infusionsoft, that you can collect in forms—name, email, address, 
phone, etc. But what if you want to collect other information? Like, “Do you have minor children?” or “What is the 
biggest challenge you face in your practice?” With custom fields, you can create any questions you want, and then 
add them to your forms. When people fill out the answers, they will automatically become part of their contact 
record!

You can create up to 100 custom fields in your application. Go to Admin > Settings and click on “go” next to cus-
tom fields. Create the fields you want, and then use the form builder to add the questions to any form.

TURN OFF (OR ON) FORCED DOUBLE OPT-IN 
“Double opt-in” means that if someone signs up on your form (like for a free report, or for your ezine), they’ll 
first get an email asking them to confirm their email address. ONLY if they do that will they get any content from 
you—EVER. So if they don’t confirm, they’ll never get the free report they sign up for, or anything else you send 
them.

Double opt-in is great for building a safe, clean list of people you KNOW want to receive your emails. If you use it, 
you’ll have much higher open rates. You’ll also have a much smaller list.

http://solamaragency.com/contact-us/
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It’s up to you whether you want to use double-opt in or turn it off. Infusionsoft comes with it turned on by de-
fault. If you want to turn it off, all you need to do is disable the email that goes out asking people to double opt in. 
To do this, go to Marketing > Templates and find the template called “Default Double Opt-in Email.” Open it and 
change it from “ready” to “not ready” status. It’s that simple. Now, no double opt-in emails will go out!

INTEGRATE WEBINARS WITH INFUSIONSOFT 
If you do webinars, wouldn’t it be nice to run all your signups through Infusionsoft, so that everyone would be 
tagged appropriately and you wouldn’t have to manually create contacts for all the signups and attendees? And 
then, you could send emails to those folks based on whether they attended or didn’t attend?

Well, if you use GoToWebinar, it’s really easy to do!

Check out the free service called WebinarCore. Just create your webinar in GoToWebinar, copy and paste the sig-
nup URL, generate your WebinarCore URL, and copy and paste that into  form action in Infusionsoft, and you’re 
good to go! (they provide a super-easy walkthrough tutorial, too). Another great thing: It’s FREE!

CREATE HTML AND TEXT-ONLY VERSIONS OF YOUR EMAILS 
When you create an email or email template in Infusionsoft, you have the ability to create an HTML and/or a 
text-only version. It’s really important that you do both. Some people have email software or email readers that 
can’t interpret HTML. If you ONLY offer an HTML version of your message, some people may not be able to view 
it.

Just be sure to create a text-only version of your email along with your HTML version. You can “copy” the text-on-
ly version directly from the HTML version right inside the email builder—you’ll just have to tweak the text version 
a little bit to make sure it looks right. It’s worth taking an extra 5 minutes to make sure everyone can see your 
message!

USE THE DRAG & DROP BUILDER 
A lot of people are not aware that Infusionsoft now boasts a really excellent drag & drop email builder. You can 
customize everything from the width of the email to the colors to the font size to the header image, and every-
thing in between.

Many people still create full HTML somewhere else, like in Dreamweaver, of their emails and then copy and paste 
that HTML into the email template in Infusionsoft. This is really an unnecessary and, I’ll even go so far as to say, 
bad practice now that the drag & drop builder is so sophisticated.

For one thing, it limits what you can track in Infusionsoft. With the drag & drop builder, it’s super easy to insert 
tracking links, apply tags and actions based on actions that people take in the email (like clicking on a link, watch-
ing a video, etc.). You’re also going to have a lot less control over how that email looks in various email programs 
and browsers if you bring in your own HTML. Furthermore, if you bring in your own HTML, you have to either 
host all the images in your email (photos, your header banner, etc.) on your own website (and it has to be a secure 
URL, with https:// at the front), and copy/paste those URLS into your HTML for your email, OR you have to upload 
them to Infusionsoft, then copy and paste the URLs for the image into your HTML. Either way is complicated and 
time-consuming. It’s much easier to use the drag & drop builder. Plus, ANYONE can use it. So your assistant or 
someone in your company who doesn’t know HTML from Farsi can now create your email for you, from start to 
finish!

https://www3.gotomeeting.com/w/g2w_semlp.tmpl?portal=www.gotomeeting.com&c_name=gg&c_mark=nappc&c_kwd=go_to_webinar-exact&c_prod=gtw&c_cmp=sf-70150000000zgxs&c_cell=sb6zqiemc-dc_pcrid_9788602153&gclid=cpjc_c_nq70cfujqfgodjk4asw
http://www.webinarcore.com
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PERSONALIZE YOUR EMAILS. IT’S EASY! 
FIRSTNAME, You can definitely overdo this and make it really cheesy, FIRSTNAME. But I’m telling you, FIRST-
NAME, that people really enjoy seeing their name in your email. Wouldn’t you agree, FIRSTNAME? You know, 
FIRSTNAME, I can tell we’re on the same page here.

OK, you get the idea. But it doesn’t have to just be the contact’s name. You can put in any custom fields you want, 
including custom fields you create!! So if I’m a lawyer and I’m reaching out to a client about an upcoming plan 
review, I can use fields like this:

Dear FIRSTNAME, I can’t believe it’s already been a year, but it’s time for you and SPOUSENAME to stop by for a 
plan review! I know you want to keep everything up to date so KIDSNAMES will always be protected if anything 
should happen to either of you. My records show you live in CITYNAME, so our Evansville office would be most 
convenient for you. Do you still prefer to meet in the MEETINGTIME? Give me a call to schedule an appointment 
whenever it’s good for you!

So that might read:

Dear Carol, I can’t believe it’s already been a year, but it’s time for you and Darren to stop by for a 
plan review! I know you want to keep everything up to date so Connor, Stacie and Michael will always 
be protected if anything should happen to either of you. My records show you live in Chicago, so our 
Evanston office would be most convenient for you. Do you still prefer to meet in the mornings? Give me 
a call to schedule an appointment whenever it’s good for you!

Collect custom information, and USE it!

IN CLOSING… 
The most important thing you can do is use Infusionsoft for what it’s intended to do—and let it do that. If you’re 
just using Infusionsoft to send out your email newsletter once a month, then I hate to say this, but you might as 
well get a free Mailchimp account and stop wasting your money. Infusionsoft can do SO MUCH MORE than 
that—let it!

If you don’t know what that means or where to start, maybe you should invest in a few hours of Infusionsoft 
customized training from our in-house experts at Solamar. We can walk you through your own application and 
tell you where everything is and what it does. We’ll look at your specific questions and teach you how to find 
the information you need to make Infusionsoft work harder for you. Infusionsoft is all about personalization, so it 
doesn’t work the same “out of the box” for everybody. Drop us a line to see how we can help you!

http://solamaragency.com/contact-us/

